PRODUCT SHEET

model

GLG+GLM+GLG
Traditional style shower enclosure
for 3-sided shower made by an
opening element GLM (one 180°
pivot door and 2 fixed elements
aligned) and two side elements
GLG. The top arched profile, the
elegant finishes of profiles and
glasses, the choice among several
refined accessories highlight the
decorative attitude of this shower
enclosure.
Pivot door
Wall

collection

Gold

All the shower enclosures of the Gold series have a hinged door. All models open outwards, some even
inwards.

Discover where to buy this shower enclosure designed by Vismaravetro > Store locator

FINISHES

OPTIONAL

PLUS

Screen

Luxurious accessories

Decorative elements Gold TDG

Magnetic strips
Certified product CE
Profilo di irrigidimento ad arco
S.M.F. (easily mounting system)
Custom Made (cm by cm)

ELEMENTS

that compose
the model GLG+GLM+GLG

FEATURES
Extensible 20 mm
Horizontal and vertical adjustment
S.M.F. (easily mounting system)
Certified product CE
Custom Made (cm by cm)
NOTE: Please, always advise the exact dimensions of the installed
shower tray and specify if left SX or right DX.

GLG
Fixed panel that can be combined
with a door element to obtain a
corner or a 3-sided shower
enclosure.

DIMENSIONS

MATERIALS

Min 68 - Max 90 cm

Anodised aluminium profiles

Height 195 cm

Tempered safety glass 8 mm.

FEATURES
Extensible 40 mm
Magnetic strips
Inward and outward opening
It can be assembled with a fix element GLG to obtain a corner or
3-sided shower enclosure
S.M.F. (easily mounting system)
Certified product CE

GLM
Shower enclosure for recessed
shower tray. One pivot door 180°
and two in line fixed elements.

Profilo di irrigidimento ad arco
NOTE: Please, always advise the exact dimensions of the recess
X. Please always specify if left SX or right DX opening. For this
model GLM, unless specific requests, the dimension of the door is
approximately 1/2 of the recess. (max cm. 80).

DIMENSIONS

MATERIALS

Min 120 - Max 179 cm

Anodised aluminium profiles

Height 195 cm

Tempered safety glass 6 mm
for the door
Tempered safety glass 8 mm
for the fix elements

